
 

Forest Lodge Holidays, Little Lodge Farm booking information 
 

Accommodation 
 
Please be aware we ask all our guests to arrive for the accommodation no earlier 

than 2pm and vacate our accommodation by 10am on day of departure. 
 

Forest Lodge Holidays do not provide any bedding for beds or sofa beds. 
 

Absolutely NO smoking in any of our accommodation. 
 
We do not cater for dogs in our lodges but do understand people wanting to bring 

their dogs with them on holiday. Our solution is to provide a “doggie hotel” in the 

form of a small touring caravan which we will park next to your accommodation 

which your dogs can sleep in. This is at no extra charge. We do stress however 

that although we are a dog friendly place we will not tolerate continuous barking as 

we do have other customers to think of so please bare this in mind if you are 

thinking of bringing your dog along. 
 

Supplement fee 
 
Forest Lodge Holidays now charge a supplement fee for anymore than four people 

sharing a lodge. £50.00 will be charged per head for the extra people only. Example 

5 people in one lodge = £50.00 on top of cost of holiday, 6 people in lodge = 

£100.00 on top of cost. 
 

Strictly no more than 6 people in one cabin. 
 

Stables and Paddocks 
 
Forest Lodge Holidays will provide a clean shavings bed in the stable ready for 

when you arrive if required, however we do ask that you leave the stable as you 

found it and add fresh shavings where necessary. Shavings can be purchased from 

us if required. All stables will be charged a minimum of one bag of shavings each. 

All paddocks must be pooh picked before you leave. 
 
Although we do have mucking out utensils we cannot always guarantee there will 

be enough especially when we have large groups on holiday – please feel free to 

bring your own. Wheelbarrows can be supplied. 
 

Hay can be purchased from us if required. 
 

Payment 
 
You will be asked to settle your bill towards the end of your stay with us. 
 
Please note, we do not have any card payment facility therefore payment must be 

made by cash or bank transfer. 


